
DIGITAL CREATIVE AGENCY



 craft & code creates 

joyful digital experiences 
that bring brands & people together through

good & 
meaningful 

design

innovative 
use of 

technology



 we specialise in 

digital experiences & products 
across web, tablet and mobile devices.

Everything you need to make a successful digital 
product or service, and nothing more.

PRODUCT STRATEGY

USER EXPERIENCE

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

ANALYTICS & OPTIMISATION



hello  
i am…

SELENE
BUSINESS DIRECTOR 

Selene is a marketing veteran, having been consulting with brands like 
IBM, HP, Singapore Airlines, Singapore Tourism Board, Epson, Tourism 

New Zealand, Mastercard, and Unilever over the past 19 years. She also 
writes her own courses for Smarty Pants, a school she founded. Selene 

has a strong track record with her career and is known for her 
groundedness and reliable delivery.  

MEIFEN 
CREATIVE DIRECTOR 

Created award winning campaigns such as UNIQLO 
Surprise and HPB’s Lucky Got Kaki. Highly recognized for 
her craftsmanship in the industry, Meifen ensures the high 

standard of work quality for C&C. She has worked on 
accounts such as ION Orchard, Changi Airport, UOB and 
Pernod Ricard in her 15 years of advertising experience.

JULIANA
CREATIVE DIRECTOR 

Trained by leading Creative Directors in TBWA, Juliana’s 
biggest asset is her eye for creativity, and separating 
“good” & “brilliant”. She is the “brain” behind C&C’s 

creative work. In the 11 years of advertising experiences, 
she has worked on accounts such as Singapore Airlines, 

Health Promotion Board, G2000 and P&G brands.



you + craft & code

“talent wins games,  
but teamwork and intelligence  

wins championships.” 

- michael jordan

We ask our clients to participate directly with us in an intensely 
collaborative process based on specific measures of success and 
continuous testing and improvement. The result is one combined 

team, making things the right way, with less time invested in 
presentations and arbitrary deliverables.



brands we’ve worked on



our achievements

• BEST CAMPAIGN ORIGINAL CONTENT 

• BEST CAMPAIGN VIDEO/RICH MEDIA

• BEST CAMPAIGN USER EXPERIENCE 

• BEST CAMPAIGN MOBILE FOR EVENT

• BEST USE OF APP/MOBILE

FINALIST FOR MARKIES AWARD 2017

BEST IDEA - DIGITAL BEST USE OF DIGITAL



CASE STUDY



While Universal Studios' Halloween Horror Nights (HHN) 
had remained a popular attraction over the past 5 years, 
there was concern that fatigue was setting in. We needed 
to let our target audience of horror know that HHN6 was 
not more of the same.



We created an immersive 
experience that accurately 
simulates the thrill of 
exploring a haunted house.  

By linking mobile phone's gyroscope to our 
360o  environments, users could view our 
virtual world through their mobile phone as 
they moved about in the real world. 


Case Study Video: 
https://youtu.be/ETWNIChTGm8

https://youtu.be/ETWNIChTGm8
https://youtu.be/ETWNIChTGm8


RESULTS

During the first two weeks of the campaign, without any other online 
marketing drivers, we saw a significant increase in Revenue, 

Engagement and Excitement.

890,745 Total sessions were recorded.

68%Sessions58%Revenue

68%
Unique 
Visitors 20%

Repeat 
Visitors



Old Changi Hospital Bodies of Work

Hu Li’s Inn

Salem Witch House

Hawker Centre Massacre (UV/Normal view)

Meticulously crafted 
details & sound to mimic 
the on-ground haunted 
houses for HHN6



Jump scares planted in 
various haunted houses 
to acts as an adrenaline 
shot for the thrill seekers

Interactions and activities 
kept the users engaged



some of our 

oTHER works



With the learnings obtained from HHN6, we were able to 
create HHN7 microsite with an improved site experience. 
This resulted a decreased drop-off rate and increased 
sessions and unique/repeat visitors.



Jump scares were integrated 
into the site to create an 
element of surprise for  
the users. 



We created several mini 
games that exudes the 
various themes of the 
haunted houses and unveil 
them weekly



The Open Vault (TOV) is an innovation lab by OCBC. 
They wanted a brand image that can be differentiated 
from their competitors. Something less corporate, more 
vibrant and fun, yet professional.



We identified a color palette that is unique to TOV, 
and within the OCBC color guide. Massive 
amount of information were simplified into 
digestible contents with the aid of infographics.



We were tasked to create a single page microsite that 
allows the public, RWS management and staff to send 
Christmas eCards to friends and business partners 
through different channels.



We worked closely with the 
client and 3D artist to 
translate what the client 
envisioned into the microsite

Users can interact with the 
snow globe and send out 
the ecard through these 
channels:



This is a joint collaboration with TWBA Singapore.

We are in charge of the design and development in this 
project. Our task is to create a digital experience to 
introduce SIA new aircraft A350.



Uses get to explore the 
different cabins in a 360o 
virtual walkthrough

3D model of the aircraft 
created for user to interact 
and explore it’s exterior





Toyota wanted to revive a dormant campaign site with the 
aim to advocate a zero accident world. The education on 
road safety is a rather dry topic, we need to engage the 
user in a interesting way.



We made use of THUMS, a Toyota’s 
mascot, to present the information 
in a comical and quirky way





Games Redemption Site Contest Site

Extensions



This is an extension to campaign ‘Every product 
has a story’ where Redmart wants to give a fun 
personality to their products to showcase their 
wide product range and also to drive more new 
users to redmart.com.



We created a series of 2-part 
comic strip using puns, leading 
users from Facebook to their 
respective product pages on 
redmart.com





thank you :)
for enquiries, please contact selene at 

selene@craftandcode.com.sg 

mailto:selene@craftandcode.com.sg?subject=

